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Watercolour Pencils by Numbers 
 

 Warning! Not suitable for children under 36 months, danger of suffocation if small parts are swallowed, risk of injury by sharp-edged and pointed 
items. Retain address and instructions for future reference! 
 
Introduction 
Watercolour Pencils are an incredibly versatile and easy to use medium, capable of producing a large range of effects. They 
can be used exactly as you would use normal coloured pencils, for sketching and shading, with colour mixing achieved by 
blending colour on top of colour to achieve the desired result. They can also be used with water, to create beautiful, authentic 
watercolour techniques without the need for paints, palettes etc. The pencils are ideally suited for combination effects, where 
watercolour and pencil can be used in conjunction, to produce “line and wash” pictures. To use the pencils as Watercolours, 
simply sketch an area of shading with one or more overlaid colours. Then, using a large brush loaded with clear water, wash 
over the surface of the drawing to activate the pencil work, which will immediately turn into a perfect watercolour wash! Once 
dry, you can apply fresh areas of pencil shading and detail on top. Our artist has chosen subject matter that uses both the 
watercolour and the dry pencil techniques in the same scene. To help you complete your picture, we’ve shown the four stages 
of his drawing, and written easy to follow, numbered instructions. The high quality mounted cartridge paper supplied is pre-
printed with a ghost image of the composition, which is perfect for the less experienced artist. We have also supplied paper to 
practice on, plus a sharpener and a putty eraser. 
 
Techniques 
It is important to build up the shading of a composition in a logical order to avoid confusion. The best method is to begin with 
the lightest tones, followed by the middle and dark tones, and finally surface details. Begin by practicing your shading 
technique on scrap paper. The most popular method is to gently sketch lines at approximately 45 degrees so that they merge 
together to create an even tone. Simply add pressure to darken an area, or overlay another pencil to create new colours. (See 
shading examples.) 

 
STAGE A 
Sketch in the first stage of your composition, which should reflect the palest areas of the area you are working on. 
1. The background wall is Orange, followed by a pale layer of Brown. 
2. The jug is Yellow, with a very pale layer of Orange on top, which increases at the edges. 
3. The plant is Orange and Yellow, but of a lighter tone than the wall. The pot is Orange with Brown.  
4. The tablecloth is Blue and the pepper is Red, with no mixing, but the grapes are Green with a layer of Yellow on top to 
brighten them. The dark grapes are Purple, and all highlights should be left white. Overlay some of them with Red to avoid 
them all looking identical. The banana is pure yellow, but use Brown for the stalk. The apple is Orange and Green, with a 
layer of Yellow on top to brighten the colours. Leave the highlight pure white. The lemon is pure Yellow, with a hint of 
Orange on the bottom edge. 
5. The tomato is Orange, with a pure Green stalk. The bread is Brown with a layer of Orange for the crust, and Blue for the 
pale front area. The flower is a pale tone of Red with a Yellow and Green middle. The Orange is, not surprisingly, a very pale 
Orange, with a stronger layer of Yellow on top to brighten the colour. 
6. The basket is Orange. Finally, the wine glass is a combination of Red and Brown, with areas of Blue. Carefully observe the 
stage 1 illustration here, to get the nuances of shading correct. 
 
STAGE B 
7. Using a well-loaded, large watercolour brush (not supplied) you can add washes of clear water to each section, 
individually, to create your watercolour wash. Complete each area quickly, trying not to carry colour into another area.  
It is advisable to practice this technique on some spare paper before commencing your finished piece. Stopping halfway 
through an area can result in visible joins, so working fairly quickly and accurately is important. Avoid covering over any 
white highlights, and allow to dry before commencing the next area. Remove  surplus water with the corner of a piece of 
tissue. 
Alternatively, if you do not wish to use the Watercolour effect, proceed to the next stage. 
 
STAGE C 
8. Strengthen the shading on the wall, using Brown.  
9. Add further tone to the various objects within the composition, referring to the stage C illustration. For example, the jug 
remains unaltered in the middle, but now the edges have been strengthened, to indicate the roundness of the object.  
10. Complete each group of objects in turn. It is a good idea to use a piece of scrap paper to rest your hand on, to avoid 
smudging the pencil, and work logically from top to bottom. 
11. Once complete, lightly brush the pencil with water once more or proceed to Stage D if you prefer to use them dryly.  
 
STAGE D (See front of pack) 
12. Using Brown, add shading to the wall. The 45-degree effect is perhaps best for this section. Add further depth by using 
Black.  
13. Add final detail to jug. Our artist has softly overlaid several colours to achieve this effect. Begin on the left side with 
Brown and Orange, followed by Blue, and finally Black for the darkest areas near the edges. Use a similar combination for 
the shadow of the glass, but add red nearer to the glass, and yellow near to the half orange, to show the reflected colour from 
other objects. 
14. Add detail to the wine glass, using Brown to strengthen the Red, followed by Black for the very dark areas. Take care to 
leave the highlights white, or you can put them back in with a small brush and some white watercolour paint or Gouache as a 
finishing touch. 



15. Add further tone to the fruit in the bowl. Brown is ideal for the dark areas of the Red objects, such as the apple and 
pepper, which can be further strengthened with Black in the very dark sections. Add Red to the tomato, and brighten the 
highlighted area with Yellow. Add tone to the Green grapes with Green and Blue, and use a little Orange on some of them to 
add interest. Use Black for the dark shadows.  
16. Closely follow the apple illustration, remembering to work from light to dark, and add surface detail such as stripes of 
colour, stalk etc. last of all. 
17. For the dark grapes, use Purple, and darken with Black. Create interest by adding areas of Blue to some, and Red to 
others. 
18. Add depth to the lemon using Orange and Brown. 
19. Add Orange to the banana at the bottom and Brown and Black for the stalk. 
20. Draw in the little juice pods on the orange, with a sharp Orange pencil and strengthen the colouring by referring to the 
illustration.  
21. Add final detail to the bread, using a stippling technique for the White area. 
22. Add detail to the palm plant by first lining up the edges of the leaves with a fine Brown line. Use a combination of 
Orange and Brown to add shading, and overlay Black at the middle for the really dark areas. Add surface details. The shading 
on the pot is Brown, and the gravel is achieved by adding multicoloured flecks of detail on top of the existing colour, 
followed by Black and Brown shaded areas. 
23. The Blue shading on the tablecloth has been strengthened, first with blue, and then with Black. Notice the reflected colour 
from the various objects on the cloth. 
24. Finally, add any tonal adjustments and finishing touches you feel necessary. We hope you’ve enjoyed using your 
Watercolour pencils, and learnt a lot about drawing technique in the process! 
 


